
Embrace a more

feminine a�roach 
to modern furniture



Adding curves to interior spaces, be it rounded edged buffets, tables, 
sofas or chairs, not only visually softens the space, but creates a great-
er sense of flow. Smooth organic forms and curvaceous lines appeal to 
our sense of comfort and balance. Unlike straight horizontal or vertical 
lines, curves are all about movement, happiness and positive emotion 
and convey a distinct sense of femininity.

embrace the curve

Originally popular in the 60’s and 70’s as part 
of the mid-century modern movement, curve 
appeal has made a big comeback over the last 
few years, and doesn’t look like going any-
where. Favoured by interior designers and 
fashion influencers alike, this retro trend has 
been reimagined for the 21st century—and 
we’re loving it.

International style guru Athena Calderone 
notes ‘Rounded sofas and amorphous chairs 
are currently a hallmark of on-trend spaces, 
particularly if upholstered in textural fabrics, 
like bouclé, sheepskin, and velvet.’



Pictured from left:
Hallie Occasional Chair - Natural Linen, Pisano Traver-
tine Table Lamp, Aimee Bedside Table - Small White, 
Bronx Queen Bedhead - Natural Linen, Demi Storage 
Bench Ottoman - White Boucle



through a mix of surfaces and 
tones is also essential in curating 
an interior that is warm, inviting 

and inspiring. Boucle and velvets 
are favourite fabrics that offer 

tactile beauty, luxe, and a sense of 
nurture. If you’re not quite ready 

to invest in a curvy sofa, test drive 
the trend with a curved occasional 

chair, ottoman or cushion in an 
array of luscious tones.

playing with 

  tex�ures



Pictured from left:
Athena Buffet - Brass, Snug Stool - White Sherpa, Tailor 3 Seater Sofa - White 
Linen, Jak Coffee Table - Brass, Zara 3 Tier Pendant - Brass, Tonal Retreat Oil 
on Canvas Painting - Large, Cameron Side Table, Leftbank Brass Table Lamp w 
White Shade, Kylie Occasional Chair - Caramel Velvet
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SCAN TO SHOP
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